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A compressive optical image encryption method, which combines compressive sensing with phase
-shifting interferometry on a joint transform correlator, is proposed in the fully optical domain.
The object image is first permutated using a binary scrambling method. Next, the permutated object
field is encrypted and registered as the holograms by phase-shifting interferometry on the joint trans-
form correlator setup. Then, the encrypted images and the key are compressed to the compressed
data using single-pixel compressive imaging. The original image can be reconstructed and decrypt-
ed using the specified algorithm. The simulations demonstrate that the method is effective and suit-
able for image security transmission. 

Keywords: fully optical system, holographic interferometry, joint transform correlator (JTC), binary
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology and the Internet, more and more
attention has been paid to the information security [1–3]. For the security of image data,
many optical image encryption methods have been proposed successively, for instance,
multidimensional random phase encoding, coherent diffractive imaging for optical en-
cryption, phase-retrieval algorithms for optical encryption, phase-truncated strategy
for optical encryption, sparsity-driven optical information authentication [4–9].
Among these methods, they are mostly based on the Mach–Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) architecture, and generally require accurate alignment due to the use of the
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random phase masks. Even one pixel error in the alignment would result in failed
reconstruction [10–12]. But the encryption methods based on a joint transform corre-
lator (JTC) architecture can overcome the alignment drawbacks perfectly [13–18]. 

The large volume of data required for storing or transmitting holograms has been
a main limiting factor of the above optical image security. For solving the problem,
many hologram compression schemes have been reported in recent years [19, 20]. But
their effectiveness is limited by the introduction of laser speckle, and the realization
of hologram compression is typically performed using electronic means. The newly
developed theory of compressive sensing (CS) [21, 22] provides a new technical ap-
proach for hologram compression in the fully optical domain [23–27]. Some optical
image encryption methods based on CS have been proposed recently [28–36]. How-
ever, these methods are mostly related to the image compression with CS via electronic
means, and all relate to image encryption methods based on compressive sensing using
the MZI architecture, but the optical image encryption based on compressive sensing
using a JTC architecture has not been discussed. 

This paper first proposes a compressive optical image encryption method on a JTC
architecture, which combines the single-pixel compressive imaging with phase-shift-
ing interferometry on a JTC architecture. First, the original image is permutated using
the binary scrambling method. Next, the permutated object field and the decrypting
key are registered as holograms using three-step phase-shifting interferometry (PSI)
on a JTC architecture. Then, the encrypted image and the key are compressed to a much
less volume signal utilizing the sparsity of the signal using single-pixel compressive
imaging. At the receiving terminal, the encrypted image and the decrypted key are
achieved from small amounts of data record by a photodiode using an optimization
process, and the original image can be decrypted with the reconstructed holograms and
the correct keys. This method not only has the advantage of the high accuracy for spatial
arrangement of the optics elements, but also can perform optical image encryption and
optical image compression in the fully optical domain. Therefore, it is effective and
suitable for secure optical image transmission in future all-optical networks. Moreover,
our method utilizes the sparsity of a signal to reconstruct a complete signal from a small
sample to overcome the limitation of the large hologram data volumes of 3D images
or 3D television, and real-time transmission of encrypted information. The principles
and numerical simulations are described below.

2. Fundamental principles

The compressive optical image encryption system is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a linearly
polarized laser beam is expended and collimated, and then illuminates a spatial light
modulator (SLM). The object image f (x, y) is permutated using the binary scrambling
method firstly. The steps of permutation are as follows. Make the logic operation of XOR
between the scrambling keys (key1 and key2) and coordinates of each pixel address of
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the image, that is  where  denotes
the operation of XOR; (x, y) and (x0, y0) denote location coordinates of the object image
and permutated image, respectively. 

Under the control of the computer, the SLM displays the permutated image f0(x0, y0)
and the random phase mask (RPM) n1(x0, y0) on its right half and the other RPM
n2(x0, y0) on its left half. So the right and the left half waves passing through the SLM
respectively correspond to the object wave and the reference wave in the PSI. Then the
two waves overlap to form the interferogram on a digital micro-mirror device (DMD)
plane. The compressive sampling data are obtained by computing random linear
measurements of the interferogram IH and the measurement matrix Φ on the DMD
plane and then collected by a highly sensitive photodiode. Finally we can acquire the
compressed hologram image by a traditional communication channel and then retrieve
it via the specific algorithm. And the object image can be decrypted via an inverse
Fresnel transformation with six reconstructed holograms and the correct keys.

Suppose that the permutated image f0(x0, y0) has been normalized into the range
of [0, 1/2], and n1(x0, y0) and n2(x0, y0) are two independent and random white noises
uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. The distance between the centers of the object scene
and the reference scene is 2c, the wavelength of the input plane wave is λ, and the dif-
fraction distance is d. In combination with the adequate state of light polarization, the
SLM can reach a phase modulation 2π. The object wave and the reference wave on the
back side of SLM can be described respectively as 

(1)

(2)

where o(x0 – c, y0) denotes the object wave, and r(x0 + c, y0) denotes the reference
wave on the input plane. 
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Fig. 1. Setup of compressive optical image encryption system; DMD – digital micro-mirror device, SLM
– spatial light modulator, BE – beam expander, L – light. 
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After being Fresnel diffraction, the two complex waves on the DMD plane become

(3)

(4)

where FRd represents Fresnel diffraction of the distance d; O(x, y) and R(x, y) respec-
tively represent the diffracted fields of the object wave o(x0 – c, y0) and the reference
wave r(x0 + c, y0) on the DMD; A0, Ar, φ0, φr denote amplitude and phase of the object
wave and the reference wave on the DMD plane, respectively. 

Using standard three-step PSI on the JTC with phase shifting angles of 0, π/2 and π,
then the three interferograms IH1, IH2, and IH3 on the DMD plane are sampled sequen-
tially and expressed as 

(5)

(6)

(7)

A DMD consists of millions of micro-mirrors and works by controlling the reflection
of each individual pixel on the display. The mirrors on the DMD were in a certain pseudo
-random condition according to the restricted isometry property (RIP) [37] in CS theory.
With the help of pseudo-random number generator (RNG), randomly selected mirrors
of DMD are oriented in a direction towards the lens (a “1”), while the rest are oriented
in a different direction (a “0”). Then the light reflected by the mirrors in direction to-
wards the lens is summed at the photodiode to compute the measurement as its output
voltage

(8)

here φm is the m-th pseudo-random matrix on the DMD plane  Once
we repeat the process M times, we can obtain the full measurements Y of the compres-
sive sampling 

(9)

where 
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and IH1M represents the hologram IH1 in the M-th measurement;  is
the measurement matrixes uploaded into the DMD device;  is the measure-
ment data on the photodiode; and   where k = 1, 2, 3.

We convert the optical signal to digital signal using a photodiode and transmit it
using a conventional channel to the computer where the image reconstruction and de-
cryption will be performed. We first adopt a two-step iterative shrinkage (TwIST) [38]
algorithm to reconstruct the interference wave intensity  by solving the optimal
problem below:

s.t. (10) 

where  is the l2 norm of  and μ is a constant. The first penalty is
a least-squares term that is small when  is consistent with the correlation vector Yk.
The second penalty  is the signal’s total variation, 

(11)

where the indices i and j run over all pairs of the adjacent pixels in  Due to the non
-differentiability of the Euclidean norm at the origin, we will take an approximated TV as:

(12)

where ξ  is a small positive parameter. Apart from the consideration of sparsity and
fidelity for a given reconstruction, TV regularization preserves edges of the recovered
image while suppressing any spurious high-frequency components. After setting up
the cost function, fixed-point iteration is employed to extract a solution for the problem.

When the intensity patterns    are reconstructed with the TwIST algo-
rithm, we can calculate the complex amplitude on the DMD plane 

(13)

In order to decrypt O(x, y), we must obtain the principle key R'(x, y) which is taken
from the diffracted field R(x, y) with a phase deviation. The method of the principle key
encryption is basically same as the method of the permutated image. So we carry out
three-step PSI process again, but now the RPM n2(x, y) is displayed on the left half of
the SLM, zero on its right half. Next, the wave diffracted by the object, on the DMD
plane, becomes a plane wave represented as C(x, y) = exp(iφc), where φc is constant.
Then, through the CS, we can get the intensity patterns  (k = 1, 2, 3). So we can
calculate the complex amplitude on the DMD plane 

(14)
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Further we obtain O' (x, y), which represents the product of the object wave Oe(x, y)
and a constant phase term, by

(15)

Then, the object wave o(x0 – c, y0) can be reconstructed from 

(16)

where IFRd stands for the inverse Fresnel transform of the distance d. Finally, after
multiplying o(x0 – c, y0) by exp[–i2πn1(x0, y0)] and extracting the phase of the result
and dividing it by π, we can obtain the permutated image f0(x0, y0). Finally, we can get
the original image f (x, y) by using the binary scrambling method again.

Once  and  are known, in addition to the scrambling keys of decryption (key1
and key2), λ, d and random mask n1(x0, y0), we can digitally or optically retrieve the
original object image from the encrypted image.

3. Computer simulations and analysis 

A series of simulations have been carried out to investigate the effectiveness of our
proposed method. This section presents a series of results based on the following con-
ditions. The original object image used in the simulation is shown in Fig. 2a. The pa-

O' x y,( )
Oe x y,( )
R' x y,( )

------------------------ A0 i φ0 x y,( ) φc–( )exp= =

o x0 c– y0,( ) IFRd O' x y,( )=

ÎHk Î Hk'
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Fig. 2. Computer simulation results with a grayscale image. Grayscale image (a), the permutated image (b),
one of the encrypted holograms of the object on DMD plane (c), one of the holograms of the key on DMD
plane (d), and retrieved image from 256 × 256 × 51.8% measurements using our method (e).
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rameters used in these simulations are λ =  632.8 nm and d = 0.5 m. All the frames are
digitized to 256 gray levels with the size of 256 × 256 pixels, key1 = key2 = 85. We
took 256 × 256 × 51.8% measurements from the encrypted image in our compressive
optical image encryption system. The intensity values of the complex amplitude field
containing encrypted object information are first modulated by the DMD. Then, once
we received the compressed data of the encrypted image in the photodiode detector,
we can reconstruct the original image from the compressed and encrypted image using
the correct keys and the parameters of the optical system. The simulation results for
the compressive optical image encryption on a JTC interferometer are shown in Fig. 2.
After performing compressive optical image encryption on the object image, the three
encrypted interferograms containing the secret image information on the DMD plane
will be sampled with compressive sensing theory. Figure 2a is the original image,
Fig. 2b is the permutated image, one of these interferograms of the object image and
the key are shown in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively, Fig. 2e shows the recovered object
image from 256 × 256 × 51.8% measurements using our method. The computer simu-
lations show that this compressive optical image encryption method is performed using
optical scheme in the Fresnel domain.

An excellent encryption system should be robust to block all forms of cryptanalysis,
statistic, and unlawful attacks. In order to demonstrate that the proposed encryption
system is secured against a variety of illegal attacks, we will make detailed security
analyses such as key space analysis and sensitivity analysis, statistical analysis with
respect to the key and original image [25, 39]. 

3.1. Key space analysis and sensitivity analysis
Key space is one way of measuring encryption algorithm safety. We has used the prin-
cipal key n2(x0, y0), the scrambling key and additional keys, such as wavelength λ, dif-
fraction distance d, measurement matrix Φ and so on. Due to the sensitivity of control
parameters and initial conditions of the system, even though the secret-key has a tiny
change, it should result in very different scrambling index matrix. 

To further investigate the security of this compressive optical image encryption meth-
od, we reconstruct the original grayscale image with 256 × 256 × 51.8% measurements
when one of the keys is incorrect as shown in Fig. 3. Once one of the keys is incorrect,
the retrieved image will be greatly affected. Among these keys, the principal key
n2(x0, y0) plays a critical role in the security system, as was shown in Fig. 3a, in which
the retrieved image is the same as the noise and fully unrecognizable when the principal
key is not used; when the scrambling keys are not used or the scrambling keys are in-
correct, the reconstruction images are as shown in Figs. 3b and 3c; when the diffraction
distance of the object image and the wavelength of the He-Ne laser exhibit a relative error,
there are no correct reconstruction images as shown in Figs. 3d and 3e; when n1(x0, y0)
is not eliminated, the reconstruction image is as shown in Fig. 3f ; when the measurement
matrix Φ is incorrect, the reconstruction image is as shown in Fig. 3g.

Moreover, we introduced compressive sensing in the encryption system, the encrypt-
ed images and the keys are compressed to the compressed data using single-pixel com-
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a b c d
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Fig. 3. Retrieved images with one incorrect key in the decryption process: when the principal key n2(x0, y0)
is not used (a), when the scrambling key is not used (b), when the scrambling keys are incorrect (c), when
d is erroneous (d), when λ is erroneous (e), when n1(x0, y0) is not eliminated (f ), and when the measurement
matrix Φ is incorrect (g).

Original

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Fig. 4. Reconstructed images from partially recovered keys. 
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pressive imaging, which converted two-dimensional data into one-dimensional data. We
first adopt a two-step iterative shrinkage (TwIST) algorithm to reconstruct the inter-
ference wave intensity by solving the optimal problem under additive white Gaussian
noise in the system. If we use different sampling rates, the retrieved image will be great-
ly affected. Once the measuring matrix is incorrect, we will never acquire the correct
retrieved image. This proves that the system’s security is improved with the addition key
space of the measurement matrix.

We compared the reconstructed images at different sampling rates from 10% to
100% with an increase rate of 10%. The detailed reconstructed results in the simulation
are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the figure, we can clearly see contents of the
image when the sampling rate is greater than 50%. The simulation results show that
our proposed JTC-based compressive optical image encryption is feasible. The rela-
tions of the sampling rate in the compressive sampling process and the peak signal-to
-noise ratio (PSNR) between the original image and the reconstructions are shown in
Fig. 5. The PSNRs increase with the increase of a sampling rate. When the sampling
rate reaches 51.8%, the PSNR is close to or greater than 13 dB.

3.2. Statistical analysis

A histogram test is carried out and shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the sys-
tem. Since the image histogram shows how pixels of the image are distributed along
a gray-intensity scale, the difference between the histogram of the original image and
the ciphered image is that the original image is distributed unevenly, as it is shown in
Fig. 6. However, the histogram of the ciphered image is nearly uniformly distributed
and is significantly different from the original image. In addition, when we use another
image, the distribution of the encrypted image will also be changed. So, the system
can protect the information of the image to withstand the statistical attack well. 
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Fig. 5. PSNR between the original image and reconstructions versus the sampling rate. 
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We have also made some simulations with other images and obtained satisfactory
retrieval results, which are similar to those obtained with the use of grayscale images.
So they are ignored here. 

4. Conclusions
In the fully optical domain, a compressive optical image encryption method combining
compressive sensing with phase-shifting interferometry on a JTC architecture has been
proposed. The simulations show that the method can be used to reconstruct the original
image well with fewer measurement data and can be applied to grayscale images and
binary images to perform image encryption and compression in an all-optical system.
So the method presents an effective scheme to overcome the limitations of the large
holograms data volume for current optical image encryption systems and its simple
JTC architecture overcomes the alignments drawbacks existing in the systems based
on MZI architecture. In addition, the DMD used in the setup of the compressive optical
image encryption can perform high-speed measurements, and the measurement pat-
terns are loaded into the DMD at speeds up to 31.5 kHz. Therefore, it is expected to
be widely used for 3D object encryption, video secure transmission, real-time video
encryption technology and future all-optical networks, such as real-time video security
transmissions and naked-eye 3D television. 
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